
www.cicoil.com - Ultra flexible military-grade silicone encapsulated cables temperature 
rated from -65 to 260 degrees Celsius.  AS9100 certified and NASA space approved.  
“Cable Configurator” online cable assembly construction tool with drag-and-drop 
menu of various conductor configurations to instantly obtain drawings and pricing.  

www.diamond-fo.com - Precision fiber optic Interconnect solutions for high power telecom 
transmission, high shock and vibration space and avionics, and IP65 rated sterilization 
temperature biomed theatre applications.  Manufacturer of the E2000, F3000, and NEW 
HE2000 (Harsh Environment) connector platforms with Diamond's patented automatic 
shutter for ferrule integrity and eye safety.  All come in PC, APC, and PM fiber types.

www.prysmiangroup.com - Draka-Fileca, a Prysmian division, manufactures cables 
for space, commercial, and military aerospace applications.  EN/Mil-SAE/ASNE
hook-up wire rated for 200-260 degrees Celsius.  Light weight composites.  
Coax/twinax/quad ethernet/UTP-FTP CAT 5 and CAT 7 for data.  Bend resistant,
MM jacketed, and silica fiber optic cables.

www.experiorlabs.com - Third party test facility for mil-aero and telecom quality test, 
design verification, and calibration services.  Specialization in fiber optic and electrical 
interconnects.  ISO/IEC-17025 accreditation, Mil-STD 790 and FOC-ITL approvals.

www.bentleyharris.com - Federal Mogul Systems Protection Group's Bentley-Harris, global 
leader of cable systems protection products and manufacturer of Expando and RoundIt 
brands of protection solutions for the mil-aero, energy, industrial, and transportation 
markets.  Federal Mogul offers a complete line of high performance sleeve wrap and 
shielding solutions that provide bundling and component protection against abrasion, heat, 
noise, and electromagnetic interference.

www.filconn.com - Manufacturer of custom aerospace and mil-spec grade specialty 
connectors with primary focus on filter and transient suppression.  Specializes in hi-rel 
filtered, EMP suppression, and customs for the Mil-aero, medical, transit and oil/gas 
industries, including        ARINC 404, ARINC 600, Mil-C-24308, Mil-C-26482, Mil-C-38999, 
Mil-C-83513, custom, and FilConn's IBP90, sacrificial interfaces, custom PCB receptacles, 
side-mount receptacles, and unique back shell designs

www.lindenphotonics.com - Manufacturer of non-kink and crush resistant strong tether
fiber optic cable (STFOC) for sub-sea, aerospace, down-hole, and industrial applications.
Makers of Lindex brand cleaning swabs for fiber optic interconnects and equipment with 
ten times more effective cleaning capabilities than existing technologies.  Lindex swabs 
can be used multiple times with no cross contamination.

www.powell.com - AS9100 certified authorized distributor for 3M, Amphenol, Glenair,
Harting, LEMO, Tri-Star, TE Connectivity interconnects and Honeywell Switchers and 
sensors, as well as other high quality component manufacturers supporting the mil-aero,
rail transportation, industrial, energy, and agricultural applications. 
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www.iehcorp.com - M55302 QPL'd interconnects for rail transit, medical, mil-aero, and
space flight applications.  IEH's connector products are impervious to shock and vibration
and are rated with a 100,000 mating cycles lifespan.  Near zero insertion forces with 
extremely low contact resistance in even the most densely populated configurations.
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